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What makes you cringe? That doesn't stop him from returning to his odd desires: he tells her he wants to feel
something strongly, passionately. John looks at both worlds through the lenses of the religion he acquired on
the Reservation- a mixture of Christianity and American Indian beliefs- and the old-fashioned morality he
learned from reading Shakespeare. Unlike soma, MDMA is neurotoxic. This is one reason why they are so
unrealistic. Encyclopaedia Britannica, n. He talks about a mysterious budding process that turns one egg into
96 embryos. She had arrived pregnant with the Director's child by an accident, a defect in a Malthusian belt.
The capacity for spirituality has been extinguished. Our well-being will feel utterly natural ; and in common
with most things in the natural world, it will be so too. The scene is a reminder that this world, too, is a
dictatorship. True, soma-consumption doesn't actively promote anti-social behaviour. Perhaps the Controllers
fear historical awareness would stir dissatisfaction with the "utopian" present. For it will be imprudent to elect
unenriched primitives endowed with potentially dangerous genotypes. You can read both reactions in the
shrug of the shoulders that ends the chapter. The Savage Reservation may not suffer under the sophisticated
oppression of London, but neither is it paradise. He turns Our Lord into Our Ford, for Henry Ford, the
inventor of the modern assembly line and the cheap cars that embodied the machine age for the average man.
This world couldn't function without soma, because the world can't be kept free of pain without a drug that
tranquilizes people and makes them high at the same time- and never leaves them with hangovers. Yet
anti-utopianism ignores even the foreseeable discontinuities that lie ahead of us as we mature into
post-humans. Whoever feels different in Brave New World like Bernard Marx or John, the savage is almost
immediately made to feel like an outcast and strongly criticized by other people. The established global
government believes that it is in the interest of society to create human beings with no emotions. New
scientific discoveries are kept secret and the people who worked on them are controlled very closely.
Woodcock, George. Such forms of what-it's-likeness can't properly be defined or evoked within the
state-specific resources of the old order.


